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Investing According to
Environmental, Social, and
Governance Mandates
By George Michael Gerstein, Esq.*

ESG INVESTING OVERVIEW
Investment decisions that take into account envi-

ronmental, social, and/or governance (ESG) risks will
likely grow in prominence and prevalence over the
coming years. This means that, with the increased at-
tention given to ESG in today’s markets, fiduciaries of
private and public retirement plans are appreciating
both the investment opportunities, and fiduciary duty
risks, that lie ahead. ESG investing can broadly be de-
scribed as a strategy to incorporate ESG factors into
the investment process. These factors may be viewed
as a source of material investment risk or return on
investment. ESG may also be pursued in order to fur-
ther non-investment performance reasons, which has
been the historical approach to ESG investments. It
can be said that, ‘‘gone are the days when ESG invest-
ing consisted primarily of either screening out, or di-
vesting, of certain issuers/sectors because they did not
meet some moral or other non-economic test,’’ be-
cause ‘‘today’s ESG is much more driven by data
linking one or more ESG factors and investment per-
formance.’’1

ESG as a hard-nosed, data-driven investment strat-
egy is of somewhat recent vintage. Historically, insti-

tutional investors targeted ‘‘sin stocks,’’ such as to-
bacco and alcohol, primarily out of moral outrage.
This practice can be referred to ‘‘socially responsible
investing’’ and has spurred values-based funds. Di-
vestment, a form of exclusionary investing, has also
long been a practice associated with ESG. Perhaps the
most famous example of divestment was during the
1980s when many investors sold positions in South
African companies during apartheid.

Interest in ESG strategies and products has grown
considerably because there is greater understanding of
how various E, S, and G issues can affect investment
performance.

Terminology
Admittedly, there is fairly widespread confusion

over what ESG means and which factors technically
fall under the ESG umbrella. Under some definitions,
upwards of 40 different environmental, social, and
governance issues can be considered ‘‘ESG factors.’’
Part of any fiduciary’s consideration and implementa-
tion of ESG strategies is a clear understanding of the
terminology. Unfortunately, that clarity does not yet
(completely) exist, though the following definitions
may be helpful:

• Environmental (E) factors. Issues or facts re-
lated to the natural environment, such as climate
change, carbon emissions, waste management, re-
cycling, energy, biodiversity, pollution, and con-
servation.

• Social (S) factors. Issues or facts related to hu-
man relations of an issuer (e.g., a corporation or
country), such as employee relations, community
relations, board diversity, human rights, demogra-
phy, food security, poverty/inequality, child labor,
and health and safety.

• Governance (G) factors. Issues or facts related
to the governance of an issuer, such as executive
compensation, board structure, shareholder rights,
bribery, corruption, and cybersecurity.

* George Michael Gerstein advises financial institutions on the
fiduciary and prohibited transaction provisions of ERISA. As co-
chair of Stradley Ronon’s Fiduciary Governance Group, he assists
clients with tracking, and understanding, the numerous fiduciary
developments at the federal and state levels, including the rules
and regulations of governmental plans. He also advises clients
with respect to the fiduciary duty implications of ESG investing.

1 George Michael Gerstein, A Fiduciary’s Retrospective (and
Predictions for 2019), Fiduciary Governance Blog (Jan. 7, 2019).
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Many also wonder how ‘‘ESG investing’’ differs
from ‘‘impact investing,’’ ‘‘socially responsible in-
vesting,’’ and ‘‘sustainable investing.’’ Ultimately,
these terms and approaches differ by the degree to
which they emphasize E, S, and/or G factors and the
rationale for why those factors are included.

Impact investing. The selection of investments in
respect of an ESG factor where the primary pur-
pose is for non-investment performance reasons,
such as the promotion of an ESG public policy, and
a secondary purpose is to enhance portfolio return
or reduce portfolio risk.

Responsible investing. The selection of invest-
ments where (1) the primary purpose is for non-
investment performance reasons, namely the pro-
motion of a governance-related (G) factor (see
above), and a secondary purpose is to enhance
portfolio return or reduce portfolio risk or (2) the
exclusive purpose is for one or more non-
investment performance reasons, namely the pro-
motion of a G factor.

Socially responsible investing. The selection of
investments where (1) the primary purpose is for
non-investment performance reasons, namely the
promotion of a social-related (S) factor (see
above), and a secondary purpose is to enhance
portfolio return or reduce portfolio risk or (2) the
exclusive purpose is for one or more non-
investment performance reasons, namely the pro-
motion of an S factor.

Sustainable investing. The selection of invest-
ments where (1) the primary purpose is for non-
investment performance reasons, namely the pro-
motion of an environmental-related (E) factor (see
above), and a secondary purpose is to enhance
portfolio return or reduce portfolio risk or (2) the
exclusive purpose is for one or more non-
investment performance reasons, namely the pro-
motion of an E factor.

Thematic investing. The utilization of negative
screening, positive screening, integration, and/or
engagement (as defined below) to invest in issuers
that share a common ESG purpose, industry, or
product.

ESG investing. Can broadly be defined to include
each of these strategies and approaches, as further
refined below.

ESG APPROACHES

Major ESG Approaches
With an understanding of key ESG terminology, the

fiduciary can proceed to consider the additional ways

that ESG factors can become part of an investment
process. The major ESG approaches include:

• Exclusionary (negative) screening. Avoiding the
purchase of prospective investments, or divesting
from existing investments, on the basis of such
investments not meeting a designated ESG stan-
dard, rating, or requirement where (1) the exclu-
sive purpose is to enhance portfolio return or re-
duce portfolio risk, (2) the primary purpose is for
non-investment performance reasons, such as the
promotion of an ESG public policy, and a sec-
ondary purpose is to enhance portfolio return or
reduce portfolio risk or (3) the exclusive purpose
is for one or more non-investment performance
reasons, such as the promotion of an ESG public
policy.

• Positive Screening. Selecting investments on the
basis of meeting a designated ESG standard, rat-
ing, or requirement where (1) the exclusive pur-
pose is to enhance portfolio return or reduce port-
folio risk, (2) the primary purpose is for non-
investment performance reasons, such as the
promotion of an ESG public policy, and a sec-
ondary purpose is to enhance portfolio return or
reduce portfolio risk or (3) the exclusive purpose
is for one or more non-investment performance
reasons, such as the promotion of an ESG public
policy.

• Integration. Incorporating ESG-related data
and/or information in respect of an ESG factor
into the usual process when making an invest-
ment decision where such data or information is
material to investment performance and where
the exclusive purpose is to enhance portfolio re-
turn or reduce portfolio risk.

• Engagement. Exercising one or more rights of a
holder of interests in an issuer, such as proxy vot-
ing, introducing resolutions, or participating in
formal or informal meetings with the issuer
board, in respect of an ESG factor where (1) the
exclusive purpose is to enhance portfolio return
or reduce portfolio risk, (2) the primary purpose
is for non-investment performance reasons, such
as the promotion of an ESG policy, and a second-
ary purpose is to enhance portfolio return or re-
duce portfolio risk or (3) the exclusive purpose is
for one or more non-investment performance rea-
sons, such as the promotion of an ESG policy.2

Growth in ESG Investing
Interest in and development of investment products,

services, and data related to ESG has grown over the

2 George Michael Gerstein, An ESG Proposal For You, Fidu-
ciary Governance Blog (Oct. 17, 2018).
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past decade or so on a seemingly exponential basis.
This holds true across investor type, asset class, and
country (to various degrees). By some accounts, ap-
proximately $30 trillion in global assets take into ac-
count ESG factors.3

Role of Fiduciaries in ESG Investing
Fiduciaries of plans subject to the Employee Retire-

ment Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) should
consider their fiduciary duties set forth in ERISA
§404, and applicable Department of Labor (DOL)
guidance on the interplay of fiduciary duties and ESG
investing. Similarly, fiduciaries of governmental plans
should evaluate their fiduciary duties and any specific
ESG-related restrictions and requirements set forth in
the state constitution and applicable statutes and/or
regulations. While the discussion that follows is fo-
cused on ERISA, governmental plan fiduciaries will
also benefit from these insights.

Practice Tip: Fiduciaries should be mindful of
how they can satisfy their duties of loyalty, pru-
dence, and diversification when taking ESG factors
into account in investment decisions. It is also im-
portant for fiduciaries to confirm that ESG invest-
ing does not violate plan documents, such as an In-
vestment Policy Statement (IPS) or the plan’s
proxy voting policy, if any.

FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITIES IN
ESG INVESTING

Fiduciary Investment Responsibilities
The crux of fiduciary responsibility under ERISA,

in pertinent part, is the duty to:

• act solely in the interest of participants and ben-
eficiaries in their pursuit of retirement income/
promised benefits;4

• engage in prudent decisionmaking, including a
thoughtful and informed process when selecting
and monitoring investments and investment man-
agers;5

• select investments that are appropriate for the
plan, taking into account the benefits of portfolio
diversification based on factors that materially af-

fect risk and reward of the investment consistent
with the plan’s funding and investment objec-
tives;6 and

• comply with the governing documents of the
plan.7

As discussed above, a fiduciary incorporating ESG
factors may do so by a combination of investment ap-
proach (e.g., positive and negative screens, engage-
ment, etc.). Each of these activities must be performed
in accordance with the fiduciary duties outlined
above.

Practice Tip: Whether and to what extent to incor-
porate one or more ESG factors into the investment
process is an important decision. A fiduciary may
wish to consider:

1. Whether and how the plan will address ESG
broadly or instead focus on discrete E, S, and/or
G factors.

2. Whether the plan will screen for best-in-class
ESG investments/issuers, divest from ‘‘bad ac-
tors,’’ select an investment for other than invest-
ment performance reasons, and/or engage the
companies in which they are already invested.

3. Whether and how to address ESG in the plan’s
IPS or have ESG-specific policies.

4. Whether and how to select (and monitor) third-
party investment managers based on their ability
to incorporate ESG factors into their investment
process.

Addressing ESG in Investment Policy
Statements

An IPS may be considered part of the governing
documents of a plan, particularly under ERISA. In-
vestment managers, and other fiduciaries, therefore,
should comply with the IPS unless doing so would
violate their fiduciary obligations. Moreover, merely
determining the terms of an IPS is considered a fidu-
ciary decision under ERISA.8 Items to consider in-
clude:

• Scope. How does the plan define ‘‘ESG’’? Is it fo-
cused on all E, S, and G factors or a subset of
them?

3 See, e.g., US SIF Foundation, Sustainable and Impact Sustain-
able and Impact Investing— Overview; Axel Peirron, ESG Data:
Mainstream Consumption, Bigger Spending, Opimas (Jan. 9,
2019); and 2018 ESG Survey, Callan Institute (2018).

4 ERISA §404(a)(1)(A).
5 ERISA §404(a)(1)(B).

6 ERISA §404(a)(1)(B), 29 C.F.R. §2550.404a-1. Please note
that this prong reinforces the importance of a prudent process
while recognizing the importance of diversification, a distinct fi-
duciary duty set forth in ERISA §404(a)(1)(C).

7 ERISA §404(a)(1)(D).
8 DOL IB 2016-01, 81 Fed. Reg. 95,879 (Dec. 29, 2016).
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• Test and Analysis. Is the plan only focused on
ESG factors that are material to portfolio perfor-
mance by reason of their risk and return charac-
teristics or is ESG sought for non-investment per-
formance reasons? Will scenario analysis be
used?

• Asset class. Should all asset classes account for
ESG factors? Institutional investors are not only
incorporating ESG into equities, but also in fixed
income (e.g., sustainable and green bonds), alter-
natives (both private equity and hedge funds, for
example, offer ESG strategies, though to different
degrees), and foreign exchange.

• Passive vs. active. Does the plan want to employ
passive (e.g., a themed index) and/or active strat-
egies to incorporate ESG factors?

• ESG approach. Will positive or negative screen-
ing be used? Engagement, etc.?

• Benchmark. How will investments and invest-
ment managers be evaluated? Will the benchmark
be ESG-specific or will a more traditional bench-
mark be optimized?

• Investment managers. Will the plan condition
appointment of the investment manager on the in-
vestment manager being a United Nations Prin-
ciples for Responsible Investment (PRI) signa-
tory? Will the plan require ESG-specific report-
ing?9

Selecting and Monitoring Investment
Managers

Some plan fiduciaries, such as an investment com-
mittee, may not feel that they have the requisite expe-
rience and expertise to incorporate ESG factors into
the investment process. The outsourcing of ESG re-
sponsibility has grown, as investment managers must
now respond to ESG-related questions in the request
for proposal process.10 PRI and the Financial Stabil-
ity Board’s Task Force on Climate-related Financial
Disclosures each offer useful frameworks for both as-
set owners and managers to address myriad ESG-
related issues. These frameworks, for example, can
assist with engaging company boards to address ESG
risks, selecting service providers/products, devising

and implementing investment policy statements, and
incorporating E, S, and/or G factors on an asset class
basis.

ERISA requires oversight of investment managers.
The plan investment committee, for example, ‘‘must
reasonably conclude that the investment manager’s
practices in selecting investments are consistent with’’
the DOL guidance on ESG investments.11 The com-
mittee may seek reporting from its investment manag-
ers on which ESG tools the manager uses, how ESG
factors influence buy/sell decisions, and to what ex-
tent engagement influences a decision to hold or sell
a position. In addition to written reports, a committee
may wish to discuss ESG incorporation when it meets
with the plan’s investment managers.12

The PRI and FSB Task Force frameworks can be
useful in this regard. For example, when selecting
hedge funds, institutional investors may wish to con-
sider using the PRI due diligence questionnaire as a
guide.

Prudent Process and Analysis
Under ERISA, the duty of prudence entails, as part

of a methodical and documented process, a fiduciary
giving ‘‘appropriate consideration’’ to facts and cir-
cumstances that are relevant to a proposed invest-
ment, ‘‘including the role the investment. . .plays in
that portion of the plan’s investment portfolio with re-
spect to which the fiduciary has investment du-
ties. . . .’’13 ‘‘Appropriate consideration’’ in this con-
text means a determination that the proposed invest-
ment is reasonably designed, as part of the portfolio,
to further the purposes of the plan, taking into account
the risk/return characteristics of the investment based
on the consideration of the following factors:

• the composition of the portfolio with regard to di-
versification;

• the liquidity and current return of the portfolio
relative to the plan’s anticipated cash flow re-
quirements; and

• the projected return of the portfolio relative to the
plan’s funding objectives.14

Practice Tip: Fiduciaries evaluating ESG invest-
ment funds should examine and address, as part of
a prudent process, whether these funds (1) are
more expensive than comparable non-ESG funds,
(2) lack track records, and/or (3) lack significant9 See, George Michael Gerstein, Considerations for Fiduciaries

When Investing Based on Environmental, Social, and Governance
(ESG) Factors (Checklist), Bloomberg Law.

10 The sheer number of ESG-related questions is reported to
have increased quite significantly in RFPs, including the level of
detail sought by plans. This has led to challenges in time and re-
sources to respond to these questions in a thoughtful and thorough
manner.

11 DOL IB 2015-01, 80 Fed. Reg. 65,135 (Oct. 26, 2015).
12 PRI, A Practical Guide to ESG Integration for Equity Invest-

ing (Sept. 5, 2016).
13 29 C.F.R. §2550.404a-1.
14 Id.
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assets under management. Moreover, fiduciaries
making portfolio changes to account for ESG risks
should be mindful of diversification issues, which
are an important, but often overlooked, consider-
ation.

There are a number of services available to fiducia-
ries that score and rank public companies, investment
funds, and investment manager strategies based on
ESG metrics. Each of the available services uses dif-
ferent inputs and weightings, creating issues of com-
parability. Some of the data used to create the ratings
derive from data voluntarily disclosed by a public
company.

Practice Tip: Fiduciaries should consider the util-
ity and limitations of data providers.

Over the past 30 years, the DOL has wrestled with
whether ERISA fiduciaries may, when making invest-
ment decisions, consider economic, social, or other
benefits unrelated to the plan’s investment return
(i.e., collateral benefits), in a manner consistent with
ERISA §403 and §404. For example, the collateral
benefits of investment include spurring local jobs and
supporting union labor.

DOL Guidance on ESG Investing
The DOL has long construed ERISA as mandating

that fiduciaries act solely in the interest of, and for the
exclusive purpose of providing benefits to, partici-
pants and beneficiaries. This means that a fiduciary
cannot subordinate the interests of participants and
beneficiaries to objectives unrelated to retirement in-
come.

In 1994, the DOL formalized its guidance on in-
vestments that create ‘‘collateral benefits.’’15 In gen-
eral, ‘‘an investment will not be prudent if it would
provide a plan with a lower expected rate of return
than available alternative investments with commen-
surate degrees of risk or is riskier than alternative
available investments with commensurate rates of re-
turn.’’ In other words, a fiduciary cannot rely on some
basis other than investment performance as a decisive
factor in whether to make an investment if the plan
would be disadvantaged economically. Conversely, all
else being equal, a fiduciary can select an investment
that furthers an environmental, social, or governance
issue. This is sometimes called the ‘‘tie-breaker’’ test.
The idea is that, if the plan is not harmed from an in-
vestment that spins off collateral benefits, then
ERISA’s lack of a legal list permits fiduciaries to
meaningfully consider these types of investments.

Practice Tip: This analysis may not apply to nu-
merous governmental plans because many states
still have laws that list approved/disapproved secu-
rities, products, and countries.

In the fall of 2008, the DOL released IB 2008-1,
where the DOL stressed that ‘‘that fiduciary consider-
ation of non-economic factors should be rare and,
when considered, should be documented in a manner
that demonstrates compliance with ERISA’s rigorous
fiduciary standards.’’ At the heart of IB 2008-1 is a re-
quirement for robust documentation of the quantita-
tive and qualitative comparison of the ESG and non-
ESG investment.

In 2015, the DOL withdrew IB 2008-01 and re-
placed it with IB 2015-01. In reinstating the language
from IB 94-01, the DOL clarified and elaborated upon
a number of different items that reflected the evolution
of ESG strategies.

First, the DOL broadened the discussion of the
DOL’s often used ‘‘economically-targeted invest-
ment’’ term—which the DOL had over the years re-
ferred to in its ESG guidance as investments that cre-
ated economic benefits (in addition to investment
return)—to encompass non-economic benefits (e.g.,
social) that may flow from an investment. This means
that IB 2015-01 informs a fiduciary’s analysis of in-
vestments that provide economic, social, governance,
and environmental benefits in addition to investment
return. The DOL did this because it (correctly) recog-
nized that ‘‘the terminology is evolving.’’ In any
event, popular strategies, such as ‘‘socially respon-
sible investing,’’ ‘‘sustainable and responsible invest-
ing,’’ ‘‘environmental, social and governance (ESG)
investing,’’ and ‘‘impact investing,’’ appear to be
viewed in a similar light by the DOL.

Second, the DOL reaffirmed that a fiduciary may
make an investment to promote a social, environmen-
tal, or governance-related goal when such ESG in-
vestment’s risk and return characteristics are the same
as alternative investments. In this respect, ERISA fi-
duciaries are still forbidden from subordinating the
participants’ and beneficiaries’ interest in retirement
income and other promised benefits in pursuit of en-
vironmental, social, or governance benefits.16

Third, and most importantly, the DOL explicitly ac-
knowledged that ‘‘[e]nvironmental, social, and gover-
nance issues may have a direct relationship to the
economic value of the plan’s investment.’’17 This is
an important precedent and means that:

1. The ESG factor is treated the same as any other
material factor in the usual investment analysis.

15 DOL IB 1994-1, 59 Fed. Reg. 32,606 (June 23, 1994).

16 DOL IB 2015-1.
17 Id. (emphasis added).
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2. Consideration of the ESG factor is not subject
to the tie-breaker test or any other form of greater
scrutiny.

The DOL clearly recognized the growing body of
work linking ESG factors to investment performance.

Change in Treatment of Risk
There has been a proliferation of studies explaining

how climate change risk presents material risks and
opportunities for institutional investors. Under IB
2015-01, the fiduciary treats the ESG factor as if it is
any other material risk/return factor associated with
an investment—no more stringent or lenient. This ac-
knowledgment by the DOL is a tipping point for ap-
proaching ESG issues on behalf of plan investors:
ESG is no longer shackled to its historical association
with lower returns or greater risks in pursuit of goals
unrelated to performance.

In 2018, the DOL updated its ESG guidance. Some
claimed it was a rollback of a fiduciary’s ability to in-
corporate ESG considerations into investment deci-
sions. For the most part, it did not. At most, it warned
fiduciaries against overstating a nexus between an
ESG factor and investment performance. The DOL, in
FAB 2018-01, stated ‘‘[i]t does not ineluctably follow
from the fact that an investment promotes ESG fac-
tors, or that it arguably promotes positive general mar-
ket trends or industry growth, that the investment is a
prudent choice for retirement or other investors.’’
Nevertheless, the DOL continues to acknowledge that
ESG issues may ‘‘present material business risk or op-
portunities to companies that company officers and di-
rectors need to manage as part of the company’s busi-
ness plan and that qualified investment professionals
would treat as economic considerations under gener-
ally accepted investment theories.’’18

Selecting investment options for a participant-
directed plan lineup is subject to the same analysis
outlined above. The DOL did, however, express reser-
vations over the selection of an ESG-themed fund as
a ‘‘qualified default investment alternative.’’19

Practice Tip: Fiduciaries contemplating an invest-
ment that relates to an ESG issue need to determine
if the ESG factor has a material effect on the in-
vestment’s risk and reward characteristics. Ideally,
the fiduciary should make this decision based on an
examination of the data linking the factor to the
economic value of the plan’s investment. This
analysis should be documented. If, on the other
hand, the ESG investment is intended to promote a
policy, industry, or other non-investment reason,

then the fiduciary needs to confirm, through a care-
ful analysis, that it is not accepting added risk rela-
tive to competing investments with a similar return
or accepting lower returns relative to competing in-
vestments with a similar risk profile.

Unique Issues of Shareholder
Engagement

Shareholder engagement is an additional (and in-
creasingly popular) strategy institutional investors and
fiduciaries deploy to incorporate ESG factors. This
generally takes the form of proxy voting, proposing
shareholder resolutions, and meeting with company
boards. ERISA’s duties of prudence and loyalty re-
quire the ‘‘responsible fiduciary’’ to ‘‘vote proxies on
issues that may affect the economic value of the plan’s
investment.’’ The exercise of shareholder rights is it-
self a fiduciary function.20 Plan fiduciaries should
avoid increasing expenses, sacrificing investment re-
turns, or reducing the security of plan benefits in or-
der to promote goals unrelated to the protection and
growth of plan assets.21

A first step is to determine who is responsible for
shareholder engagement. Under ERISA, the duty to
vote proxies rests exclusively with the trustee unless
‘‘the power to manage, acquire or dispose of the rel-
evant assets has been delegated by a named fiduciary
to one or more investment managers’’ pursuant to sec-
tion 403(a)(2) of ERISA.’’22 Where there has been a
delegation to an investment manager, then only the in-
vestment manager has a right to vote proxies of the
assets over which it has responsibility, unless the
named fiduciary has reserved to itself the right to di-
rect the trustee as to how the proxies should be voted.
The investment management agreement should ex-
pressly address whether or not the investment man-
ager has the responsibility for proxy voting and other
forms of shareholder engagement. Fiduciaries should
receive and review the plan’s proxy voting policies.

Most proxy voting, and indeed other forms of
shareholder engagement, rarely entail a significant ex-
penditure of plan assets. At times, though, the exercise
of shareholder rights involves unusual costs or re-
quirements, as may happen with voting proxies of for-
eign corporations. Where the plan fiduciary is contem-
plating a routine or substantial expenditure of plan as-
sets on engagement (direct or indirect), then the
fiduciary should analyze the cost of the shareholder

18 FAB 2018-1.
19 Id.

20 See, e.g., DOL IB 2016-01 (‘‘The Department’s longstanding
position is that the fiduciary act of managing plan assets which are
shares of corporate stock includes decisions on the voting of prox-
ies and other exercises of shareholder rights.’’).

21 DOL IB 2016-01.
22 Id.
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activity against the expected gain over an appropriate
time horizon.

The DOL, in FAB 2018-01, cautioned against ‘‘an
individual plan investor. . .routinely incur[ing] signifi-
cant expenses to engage in direct negotiations with
the board or management of publicly held companies
with respect to which the plan is just one of many in-
vestors.’’ Nor, the DOL added, would it be appropri-
ate for ‘‘plan fiduciaries, including appointed invest-
ment managers, [to] routinely incur significant plan
expenses to, for example, fund advocacy, press, or
mailing campaigns on shareholder resolutions, call
special shareholder meetings, or initiate or actively
sponsor proxy fights on environmental or social issues
related to such companies.’’

Practice Tip: As a general matter, absent situa-
tions when significant sums are spent on engage-
ment, a fiduciary is typically on strong(er) footing
for proxy voting and other engagement on ESG is-
sues.

The DOL recognizes the growing recognition of the
long-term benefits, even if not easily quantifiable, that
arise from shareholder engagement. The DOL has ex-
pressly acknowledged that there may be shareholder
engagement on a host of issues:

• the independence and expertise of candidates for
the corporation’s board of directors and assuring
that the board has sufficient information to carry
out its responsibility to monitor management;

• board composition;

• transparency and accountability in corporate
decision-making;

• responsiveness to shareholders;

• executive compensation;

• the corporation’s policy regarding mergers and
acquisitions;

• the extent of debt financing and capitalization;

• the nature of long-term business plans;

• plans on climate change preparedness and sus-
tainability;

• governance and compliance policies and practices
for avoiding criminal liability;

• ensuring employees comply with applicable laws
and regulations;

• employee training;

• workplace practices;

• investment in training to develop its work force,
diversity, and equal employment opportunity;

• policies and practices to address environmental or
social factors that have an impact on shareholder
value;

• financial and non-financial measures of corporate
performance.

Practice Tip: The investment manager needs to
maintain accurate records of its proxy voting.
These records likely require some granularity, re-
flecting not only the procedures the investment
manager follows when voting proxies, but also suf-
ficiently detailed records showing how the invest-
ment manager voted in particular instances.
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Lawrence Stadulis co-chairs the fiduciary governance group and advises clients in matters pertaining 
to the registration and regulation of investment advisers and investment companies under federal and 
state securities laws. He also manages related issues pertaining to investment advisers and investment 
companies, including matters involving ERISA, broker-dealer regulation and banking laws.
 
202.419.8407 / lstadulis@stradley.com

George Michael Gerstein co-chairs the fiduciary governance group and advises clients on the fiduciary 
and prohibited transaction provisions of ERISA. He counsels banks, trust companies, broker-dealers, 
investment managers, private fund (including hedge funds and private equity funds) sponsors, and 
advisers on their responsibilities under federal law when managing plan assets. George routinely advises 
clients on the DOL Fiduciary Rule and other fiduciary developments at the federal and state levels, and 
additionally, he counsels clients on fiduciary-like duties and restrictions under other laws, including federal 
and state banking requirements, and the rules and regulations of governmental plans.

202.507.5157 / ggerstein@stradley.com   

Alan Goldberg represents registered investment companies and their independent board members, 
registered investment advisers, sponsors to unregistered investment pools and family offices. He handles 
all aspects of creating registered investment companies and registering new investment advisers, 
including the establishment of compliance policies and procedures. Alan regularly prepares regulatory 
filings and applications on behalf of investment companies, including mutual funds, exchange-traded 
funds, closed-end funds and investment advisers, and he has performed numerous comprehensive 
compliance reviews of investment advisers and investment companies.

312.964.3503 / agoldberg@stradley.com

David Grim, most recently Director of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission’s Division of 
Investment Management, provides counsel on all aspects of investment management law. He assists 
clients with a unique perspective developed during his over 20 years of public service at the SEC, including 
his time as one of only a small number of people who has served as the top regulator of the asset 
management industry. Dave joined the Division of Investment Management in 1995 directly from law 
school and rose to become its leader. He developed regulatory policy and legal guidance for investment 
advisers and investment companies, including mutual funds, exchange-traded funds, closed-end funds, 
variable insurance products, unit investment trusts and business development companies.

202.507.5164 / dgrim@stradley.com 

Sara Crovitz, most recently Deputy Chief Counsel and Associate Director of the U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission’s Division of Investment Management, provides counsel on all aspects of 
investment company and investment adviser regulation. She worked at the SEC for 21 years, including 17 
years in the Division of Investment Management focusing on issues under the Investment Company and 
Investment Advisers Acts of 1940. While in the Division, Sara supervised the provision of significant legal 
guidance to the investment management industry through no-action and interpretive letters, exemptive 
applications, IM guidance updates and other written and oral means.
 
202.507.6414 / scrovitz@stradley.com  
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Paula Shaffner chairs the securities litigation & enforcement practice group and is widely recognized as 
a fierce advocate for clients in the financial services industry. For almost 30 years, she has represented 
individuals and companies in securities litigation, and defended clients in regulatory matters before 
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, the Financial Industry Regulatory Agency and various 
exchanges and state regulators, and also represents clients in litigation filed in court or arbitration. In 
addition, Paula conducts internal investigations and provides compliance counseling.

215.564.8761 / pshaffner@stradley.com

Christopher Connell co-chairs the banking practice group. He focuses his practice on the representation 
of financial institutions and other corporate clients in a variety of transactional matters, including mergers 
and acquisitions, offerings of debt and equity securities (both public and private), initial public offerings, 
and securities matters for public company financial institutions. Chris also regularly advises financial 
institutions with respect to various federal and state regulatory and compliance matters and other general 
corporate law and governance issues.
 
215.564.8138 / cconnell@stradley.com

John Baker focuses his practice on complex securities law and banking issues for mutual funds and 
their boards of directors/trustees, investment advisers, broker-dealers, banks, hedge funds and other 
participants in the financial markets. Prior to joining Stradley Ronon, he was senior counsel for a leading 
Boston financial institution, where he served as the primary legal advisor to the bank in its role as 
investment adviser to mutual funds with more than $9 billion in assets.
 
202.419.8413 / jbaker@stradley.com

James Podheiser chairs the employee benefits practice group. He advises individuals, and for-profit 
and nonprofit organizations of all sizes and within all industries on employee benefits law, deferred 
compensation arrangements, stock plans, employee vs. independent contractor issues and all aspects of 
ERISA. Jim’s practice encompasses plan design and administration, evaluation of plan compliance and 
liability issues in connection with merger, acquisition and lending transactions, and representing clients 
before government agencies in connection with employee plan matters.
 
215.564.8111 / jpodheiser@stradley.com 

Alison Fuller regularly counsels investment companies, investment advisers and independent trustees on 
federal and state securities law matters. She worked at the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission for 10 
years, including eight years as Assistant Chief Counsel in the Division of Investment Management. While at 
the SEC, Alison worked on more than 80 substantive no-action letters and helped develop key positions on 
matters involving the investment management industry.
 
202.419.8412 / afuller@stradley.com

Thomas Hanley chairs the public companies practice group. He advises public and private companies 
on corporate and securities law issues, including capital-raising transactions, mergers and acquisitions, 
corporate governance, SEC compliance and corporate litigation. Tom also counsels management, in-
house counsel, boards of directors, board committees and investors on fiduciary duty issues, takeover 
defense, proxy contests/contested elections and related issues. Prior to entering private practice, he served 
as an attorney in the SEC’s Division of Corporation Finance, and now serves as a primary liaison between 
clients and SEC, NYSE and Nasdaq staffs on disclosure, governance, listing and interpretive issues.

215.564.8577 / thanley@stradley.com
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William Mandia represents financial institutions and insurers in complex commercial and class action 
litigation. He regularly defends and advises life insurers, intermediaries, banks, broker-dealers, investment 
advisers, and other financial services providers in connection with sales practices claims arising from a 
wide range of financial and life insurance products, including, but not limited to, claims for alleged breach 
of fiduciary duty, fraud, and violations of state consumer protection laws.

856.321.2417 / wmandia@stradley.com 

Nicole Kalajian represents securities and commodities professionals in a variety of regulatory, compliance 
and corporate matters. She provides legal and compliance guidance to registered and exempt investment 
advisers, commodity pool operators, commodity trading advisers, introducing brokers, FX firms, 
proprietary trading firms and broker-dealers; serves as counsel to boards, mutual funds and exchange-
traded funds; and drafts and develops offering documents, compliance manuals, policies and procedures, 
corporate materials, contracts/investment agreements and advertising materials. Nicole also provides 
legal and structuring guidance concerning master-feeder structures, domestic and foreign funds, 
international offerings and separately managed accounts.

312.964.3507 / nkalajian@stradley.com

J. Patrick Green focuses his practice on counseling investment companies and investment advisers 
on regulatory, compliance and transactional issues. He advises investment management clients in all 
aspects of legal representation, including drafting and reviewing registration statements, proxy solicitation 
materials, and other regulatory filings; researching various securities and corporate law issues; and 
preparing board materials.

202.507.5151 / jgreen@stradley.com

Michael Schapiro focuses his practice on counseling investment companies (including mutual funds, 
closed-end funds and exchange-traded funds) private funds, and investment advisers in connection 
with various regulatory, compliance and transactional matters. Prior to joining Stradley Ronon, he was an 
associate at another Washington, DC law firm where he concentrated his practice on counseling broker-
dealers and investment advisers regarding regulatory and compliance issues before the SEC and FINRA.

202.507.5163 / mschapiro@stradley.com 

Michael Wallace focuses his practice on counseling investment companies (including mutual funds, 
private funds, closed-end funds and exchange-traded funds) and investment advisers on regulatory, 
compliance, and transactional issues. He advises investment management clients in all aspects of legal 
representation, including drafting and reviewing registration statements, proxy solicitation materials, and 
other regulatory filings; researching various securities and corporate law issues; and preparing  
board materials.

202.507.6400 / mwallace@stradley.com

Lauren Zychowicz focuses her practice on counseling investment companies and investment advisers on 
regulatory, compliance and transactional issues. She provides analysis for investment management clients 
in all aspects of legal representation, including drafting and reviewing registration statements, proxy 
solicitation materials, and other regulatory filings; and researching various securities and corporate  
law issues.

215.564.8757 / lzychowicz@stradley.com
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